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CREATES THE ILLUSION OF BEVELLED OR BRILLIANT CUT GLASS
Accentrim tapes create the illusion of brilliant cutting or bevelling by reflecting and refracting light that passes
through them. They add a contemporary decorative effect without sacrificing natural light and without the cost
and technical limitations of more traditional techniques.

APPLICATIONS
Window and door designs can be created in a variety of patterns to meet architectural and domestic glass
requirements, enhancing the view from inside and out. Even patio doors, commercial access doors and other large
areas of glass can be decorated cost effectively.
Interior applications include internal doors, mirrors, kitchen cabinets and furniture. Accentrim tapes allow the creation
of decorative effects that are not possible with traditional bevelling and brilliant cutting, as they do not require heavy
gauge glass. They can be used alone or combined with RegaBevels, RegaLead and Stained Glass Art Film.

ACCENTRIM TAPE
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Accentrim tape
can be used on its own…
B100 Bevel edge
border with
A300 Fluted V
Groove creates a
multi-faceted
cabinet door.

B200 tape used to
create a faceted
V Groove effect
in a door

…or with other
B100 Bevel edge
with RegaLead
self adhesive lead
creates the look
of a 6 panel
divided light.
The same effect
can be created
with Georgian bar
and Accentrim.

3M

TM

products.

Combining lead and film with B200 V Groove creates a traditional
border bevel appearance on a fanlight.

TECHNOLOGY

Accentrim tape can be applied to any thickness and size of material without structural limitations. The permanent
aggressive acrylic adhesive provides excellent adhesion to glass and also adheres to a wide variety of surfaces including
toughened glass and polycarbonate.
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3M ACCENTRIM TAPE IS AVAILABLE IN FOUR STYLES.
B100 EDGE
BEVEL

A300 FLUTED V
GROOVE

Creates the illusion
of a bevelled edge.

Gives the appearance
of brilliant cut “V”
Groove with the
addition of a fluted
centre line.

B200 V GROOVE

A400 HALF
ROUND FLAT
CENTRE
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Creates the illusion
of brilliant cut “V”
Groove without the
expense of cutting,
or pencil bevelling.

Two half round edges
with a flat centre
line, gives a faceted
appearance.

3M M90 PRECISION CUTTER

3101 HAND CUTTER

Accurately cuts Accentrim strips to specific
lengths and 30˚ 45˚ 60˚ and 90˚ angles.

Ideal for cutting 45˚ and 90˚ angles.
A cost effective option.

TAPE WIDTH
B100
B200
A300
A400

12mm

3
3
7
7

19mm

3
3
3
3

25mm

3
3
7
7

Roll Length 18.3m
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31mm

3
7
7
7

